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Objective: This study was performed to determine the feasibility of
measuring the elastic properties of the arterial wall in vivo. To prove this
concept, elastic parameters were calculated from an aortic model of elastic
behavior similar to a human aorta using computed tomography angiography
(CTA) images.
Methods: We ﬁrst constructed an aortic model from polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS). This model was inserted into a pulsatile ﬂow loop. The
model was then placed inside a computed tomography scanner. To estimate
the elasticity values, we measured the cross-sectional area and the pressure
changes in the model during each phase of the simulated cardiac cycle. A
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) algorithm was applied to the CTA data
to calculate the geometric changes in the pulsatile model over a simulated
cardiac cycle for various pulsatile rates and elasticity values of the PDMS
material. The elastic modulus of the aortic model wall was derived from
these geometric changes. The elastic moduli derived from the CTA data
were compared with those obtained by testing strips of the same PDMS
material in a tensile testing machine. Our two aortic models had elastic
values at both extremes of those found in normal human aortas.
Results: The results show a good comparison between the elastic values
derived from the CTA data and those obtained in a tensile testing machine.
In addition, the elasticity values were found to be independent of the
pulsatile rate formixing ratios of 6:1 and 9:1 (P = .12 andP = .22, respectively).
Conclusions: The elastic modulus of a pulsatile aortic model may be
measured by electrocardiographically-gated multi-detector CTA protocol.This preliminary study suggests the possibility of determining non-invasively
the elastic properties of a living, functioning aorta using CTA data.
Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovenous Microwave Ablation
Combined with High Ligation Versus Conventional Surgery for
Varicose Veins
Yang L., Wang X.P., Su W.J., Zhang Y., Wang Y. Eur J Vasc Endovasc Surg
2013;46:473-9.
Objective: To evaluate the efﬁcacy of endovenous microwave ablation
(EMA) in treatment of varicose veins (VVS).
Methods: The patients were randomly divided into EMA and high
ligation and stripping (HLS) groups. Clinical outcomes and complica-
tions were assessed at 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 months after surgery, and
the effect on quality of life was also assessed using the Aberdeen Varicose
Vein Questionnaire (AVVQ) and Venous Clinical Severity Score (VCSS)
respectively.
Results: EMA occluded VVS completely, with a shorter operative
time, less bleeding and smaller incisions than the HLS procedure. In the
EMA group, skin burns were found on 11 limbs (10.2%); sensory alteration
and ecchymosis were less; and the recurrence rate of VVS was relatively
lower compared with the HLS group. Both groups had signiﬁcant improve-
ment in VCSS and disease-speciﬁc quality of life (AVVQ) postoperatively.
There was no signiﬁcant difference in AVVQ and VCSS scores between
the groups.
Conclusion: EMA is an effective new technique for the treatment of
VVS, and had a more satisfactory clinical outcome than HLS in the short
term.
